
LONDON: The OPEC+ grouping of oil producers 
will hold its third ministerial summit of the year via 
videoconference tomorrow to discuss output cuts in 
the face of fresh price volatility. “The expectation is 
that the group will hold production steady also in May 
given current physical oil market weakness,” according 
to Bjarne Schieldrop, analyst at SEB. 

However, he added that “Russia and Kazakhstan are 
likely to lift production yet another notch and the 
group in total is probably fine with that.” The OPEC 
cartel’s largest producer is Saudi Arabia but the 
OPEC+ grouping also includes Russia, which pro-
duces even more crude oil. 

Under its current agreement the OPEC+ group is 
enforcing a drastic output cut, meaning seven million 
barrels that could be shipped to markets every day are 
being left in the ground. The aim has been to avoid 
oversupplying a market suffering from a collapse in 
demand due to the coronavirus pandemic. Without the 
production cuts, limited storage capacity could be sat-
urated and the danger of a fall in prices-currently hov-
ering around $60 per barrel-is real. 

Indeed, the two benchmark contracts, American 
WTI and Europe’s Brent, have undergone a drastic 
price correction in recent weeks and have been sub-
jected to fresh price instability over the last few days, 
a sign of serious market tension.  

 
Vaccine ‘chaos’  

At the beginning of the year the arrival of effective 

coronavirus vaccines had led to hopes that wide-
spread lockdowns, and with them the collapse in 
demand that has been a nightmare for the cartel, might 
soon be over. But then came the third wave surge in 
Europe and the spread of the virus in key crude con-
sumer markets such as India and Brazil. 

“Oil demand trends are not only pressured by 
renewed lockdowns on the (European) continent but 
also chaos with its vaccination program,” said Stephen 
Brennock, analyst at PVM. 

The International Energy Agency (IEA) reflected 
this more downbeat outlook in forecasts contained in 

its last report this month. It estimated that global 
demand could take another two years to get back to 
its pre-crisis levels. 

 
Saudi ‘prudence’  

Despite different opinions on how to manage fallout 
from the crisis, OPEC+ has been able to unite around 
a very cautious policy of slow increase in capacity 
based on “prudence”, a watchword of Saudi Energy 
Minister Prince Abdulaziz bin Salman. To help smaller 
producers, Saudi Arabia agreed to reduce its own out-
put by an extra million barrels per day (bpd) in 
February, March and April. However this cut “was nev-
er going to last forever and traders are now getting 
increasingly worried that the kingdom will not hold on 
to it for much longer” says Louise Dickson of Rystad. 
As such Riyadh’s moves at this week’s meeting will be 
especially keenly watched. 

Faced with a constantly shifting market, the OPEC+ 
states have agreed to an almost monthly rhythm of meet-
ings to thrash out policy for the month to follow, rather 
than the twice-yearly meetings which were the norm 
before the pandemic. Once again the thorny subject of 
respect for production cut quotas will be hanging over 
the meeting, as well the issue of the three producers who 
have thus far been exempted from cuts-Venezuela, Libya 
and Iran. Today, the group will hold preliminary discus-
sions in the form of its Joint Ministerial Monitoring 
Committee (JMMC), which is tasked with overseeing 
implementation of agreements. — AFP 
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OPEC+ to meet tomorrow to  
navigate crude price volatility 

Despite different opinions on how to manage fallout from the crisis, OPEC+ has been able to unite around a very cau-
tious policy of slow increase in capacity based on “Saudi prudence”. 

In this file photo, a Boeing 737 Max 8 flown by Southwest Airlines sits at the gate at Baltimore Washington 
International Airport near Baltimore, Maryland.— AFP 

Based on ‘Saudi prudence’, producers adopt  a cautious policy 

A new listening 
experience with 
Huawei FreeBuds 4i  
 
 
By Islam Al-Sharaa 
 
KUWAIT: Huawei FreeBuds 4i is a pair of all-rounded 
earphones that are compatible with all Android smart-
phones. It has an elegant design and is lightweight 
compared to other brands and models. Several settings 
can be activated by the FreeBuds itself for easier use, 
while the battery can last for more than 10 hours on 
full charge depending on usage. Smart interaction, 
long battery life and noise cancellation are the top 
reasons to love the Huawei FreeBuds 4i, with a reason-
able price to match! 

Designed to deliver exceptionally stunning per-
formance despite its compact design, the FreeBuds 4i 
wireless headset features multiple microphones on the 
handle that helps detect environmental noise and 
works with Active Noise Cancellation (ANC) algo-
rithms to create inverted sound waves to cancel noise 
signals to achieve noise reduction effects. 

The Freebuds 4i come in three fetching colors - 
white, black, and red - and are IP54 water resistant up 
to 1m. The compact case resembles a delightfully pre-
mium pebble. The overall build quality of the case and 
the earbuds is excellent. The case feels very robust, 
and the magnetic lid closes with a very sturdy, satisfy-
ing snap. 

True Wireless Stereo (TWS) earphones have 
become an essential gadget for many around the 
globe, bringing users a convenient and comfortable 
experience with its innovative wireless form. Used for 
work or entertainment, TWS earphones allow users to 
free their hands and enjoy an immersive audio experi-
ence. Throughout the years, Huawei has accumulated 
experience and technology in the field of TWS ear-
phones, and continues to improve user experience 
with innovations, bringing them a number of well-
reputed audio products in the Huawei FreeBuds Series. 

Huawei recently announced a new member to the 
Huawei FreeBuds Series, the Huawei FreeBuds 4i. To 
offer the convenience brought by technology to more 
users, Huawei FreeBuds 4i inherits the series’ key fea-
tures such as active noise cancellation, powerful bat-
tery life, and crystal audio quality, while also being 
trendy and simplistic design.  

 
Inheriting Powerful Features 

Huawei FreeBuds 4i inherits the top features of the 
Huawei FreeBuds Series and stands out among other 
earphones at the same class. For audio quality, Huawei 
FreeBuds 4i has a customized audible unit. Inside its 
compact body is a 10mm large dynamic driver that 
enables a wider range of amplitudes for stronger bass 
sounds. Moreover, Huawei’s audio team has added 
tuning specifically for pop music, a genre loved by 
many. Whether it’s guitars, drums, vocals, or pianos 
used in popular music, or powerful metal, rock, and 
folk songs that emphasize the expressiveness, Huawei 
FreeBuds 4i restores all the details, allowing users to 
fully enjoy the high-quality music. 

In addition, Huawei FreeBuds 4i comes with power-
ful battery life, same as other Huawei wearables. It 
sports a large battery with a high energy density with-
in its compact body. When ANC is turned off, Huawei 
FreeBuds 4i can offer 10 hours of continuous music 
playback or 6.5 hours of voice call on a full charge. 
Together with the charging case, it achieves up to 22 
hours of music playback or 14 hours of voice call. 
Huawei FreeBuds 4i also supports quick charge fea-
tures, providing 4 hours of audio enjoyment from just a 
10-minute charge. 

As a TWS earphones, its noise cancellation capa-
bility is also particularly important for work and life. 
Huawei FreeBuds 4i uses built-in acoustic components 
and algorithms to generate inverted soundwaves. This 
technology allows Huawei FreeBuds 4i to actively can-
cel out noise and achieve a more immersive audio 
experience for the user, whether in a quiet office, noisy 
cafÈ or on an airplane to offer a comfortable noise 
cancellation level. 

More practically, Huawei FreeBuds 4i does not only 
support a variety of devices such as smartphones, PCs, 
tablets, smartwatches, etc. in Huawei’s All-Scenario 
Seamless AI Life, but also support other brand’s 
Android smart devices to stay connected, breaking the 
barriers between different systems. 

 
Supports iOS and Android Devices  

for Quick Bluetooth Setup 
Huawei FreeBuds 4i features Bluetooth 5.2, compat-

ible with Android, iOS or Windows device for quick 
Bluetooth setup. When using the earphones for the 
first time, users only need to open the charging case 
cover, press and hold the button until the indicator 
light flashes white, turn on the Bluetooth of the smart-
phone or tablet, and select Huawei FreeBuds 4i from 
the list to complete the pairing. 

Intuitive control experience is at the core of TWS 
earphones, which places higher requirements on the 
sensitivity of the sensors. Huawei FreeBuds 4i has 
built-in capacitive touch sensors on both sides of the 
earphones, which can determine the state by detecting 
the weak capacitance generated by the human body 
and the contact surface. It is currently recognized as a 
touch sensing solution with high reliability and rela-
tively advanced technology. Huawei FreeBuds 4i can 
pause and play music or pick up and hang up phone 
calls by tapping twice on the left or right earphones. 
Also, holding down switches active noise cancellation 
on or off. 

It is worth mentioning that the above interactions 
now support various devices from different operating 
system. Now Android, iOS or Windows users can 
enjoy an easy-to-use and efficient interactive experi-
ence. Other Android users can also download the 
Huawei AI Life app for more operations such as 
“Previous”, “Next”, providing more convenient fea-
tures for all Android users.  

For Huawei smartphones and tablets users, things 
are simpler. Huawei FreeBuds 4i supports proximity 
Bluetooth pairing. When the earphone is pairing with a 
new device, a pop-up window will be automatically 
displayed on the device’s screen and the user can click 
to complete the pairing. There is no need to find the 
earphone in Bluetooth settings, saving time and effort. 
When using the same device for pairing in the future, 
users can quickly reconnect and see the battery status, 
so they can enjoy the wonderful world of music 
instantly. 

Huawei FreeBuds 4i has undoubtedly improved the 
product line of Huawei Audio Family. With its excel-
lent performance in smart interactions, noise cancel-
lation, audio quality and battery life, it will help 
Huawei audio business continue to grow in the TWS 
earphones market and allow all smartphone brand 
users to enjoy the convenience and features brought 
by audio technology. 

Boeing seals large  
737 MAX order as  
airlines eye recovery 
 
 
NEW YORK: US carrier Southwest Airlines agreed 
to buy 100 additional Boeing 737 MAX planes, the 
companies announced Monday, in a vote of confidence 
for the aircraft after a 20-month grounding. The order, 
which includes options on another 155 new MAX 
planes, is the biggest for the model since regulators 
cleared it to resume service in late 2020 following two 
deadly crashes that sent Boeing into a crisis exacer-
bated by the industry downturn during the pandemic. 

Southwest’s order is worth $12.5 billion at cata-
logue prices, which are almost never paid. The 
announcement means Boeing could build more than 
600 new MAX jets for Southwest through 2031, 
Boeing said. “Southwest Airlines has long been a 
leader and bellwether for the airline industry and this 
order is a big vote of confidence for commercial air 
travel,” said Stan Deal, president of Boeing’s commer-
cial division. “As vaccine distribution continues to pick 
up, people are returning to the skies and fueling hopes 
for a full recovery and renewed growth across our 
industry.” Single-aisle planes like the MAX, which are 
ideally suited for relatively short trips, have been seen 
as early beneficiaries of a post-pandemic recovery in 
which leisure and domestic travel are seen as recover-
ing well before international and business travel. 

 
Staying ‘all-Boeing’  

Southwest said the order followed a multi-year 
evaluation of its flying needs, pointing to advantages 

with the MAX that include a 14 percent improvement 
in fuel efficiency and quieter engines less disruptive to 
passengers. The announcement also illustrates the 
enduring quality of the domestic-oriented US carrier’s 
relationship with Boeing despite a trying period during 
the MAX grounding. 

During that lengthy strategy, Southwest Chief 
Executive Gary Kelly had at times criticized Boeing’s 
handling of the MAX crisis, even hinting at times that 
Southwest could purchase planes from Airbus and 
drop its status as an all-Boeing carrier. But on 
Monday, Southwest said the agreement with Boeing 
was “cost-effective” in light of the “operational effi-
ciencies of an all-Boeing 737 fleet,” according to a 
press release. Southwest had been eyeing a possible 
Airbus A220 order, but introducing another plane 
would have added to maintenance and training costs. 

“Today’s commitment to the 737 MAX solidifies 
our continued appreciation for the aircraft and con-
firms our plan to offer the Boeing 737 series of aircraft 
to our employees and customers for years to come,” 
Kelly said. Major airlines continue to burn through 
cash due to low travel volumes, but improvement is 
expected in 2021 compared with a disastrous 2020. 

Southwest said it “remains cautious” on its outlook 
due to COVID-19 and has not finalized travel schedules 
beyond May. “The company will continue to plan for 
multiple fleet and capacity scenarios,” Southwest said, 
adding that the MAX order gives it greater flexibility to 
manage “in a variety of economic environments.” 

Southwest said it expects delivery of 28 MAX air-
craft in 2021, as well as 17 retirements of older planes. 
The Southwest announcement comes on the heels of 
earlier significant MAX orders from Ryanair, United 
Airlines and investment firm 777 Partners. Boeing con-
tinues to face litigation from families of victims who 
died in crashes on Lion Air and Ethiopian Airlines 
flights, together claiming 346 lives.—AFP 

   Product Review 

US to invest heavily  
to boost offshore  
wind farms  
 
 
WASHINGTON:  The US government on Monday 
unveiled plans to bolster offshore wind farms with the 
goal of supplying energy to more than 10 million homes 
by 2030, as part of President Joe Biden’s efforts to fight 
climate change. The objective of the initiative-which will 
be carried out by the departments of commerce, the 
interior, transport and energy-is to produce 30 
gigawatts of wind power in the country by that date, the 
White House in a press conference. 

Achieving the goal will require more than $12 billion 
in investment per year along the Atlantic and Pacific 
coasts, and is expected to create tens of thousands of 
jobs, the administration said. 

The move should cut 78 million tons of carbon diox-
ide emissions, the White House said.  The government 
plans to designate an offshore wind development zone 
off the coasts of the New York and New Jersey. Lots 
will be offered for operation by the end of 2021 and the 
beginning of 2022.  

Only one offshore wind farm is currently fully opera-
tional in the United States: the Block Island Wind Farm, 
completed at the end of 2016 off the state of Rhode 
Island and capable of producing 30 megawatts.  The 
Coastal Virginia Offshore Wind (CVOW) pilot project, 
with a capacity of 12 megawatts, saw its first phase 
completed in 2020. The final site is to be completed in 
2026 and could supply energy to 600,000 households. 

Other projects off Massachusetts, Rhode Island, 
New York, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland and North 
Carolina are under development. The Biden administra-
tion plans to grant $230 million to ports to modernize 
and support offshore wind projects more easily. It will 
also grant loans up to $3 billion to companies in the 
sector. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration (NOAA) will also share information with 
a specialized company, Orsted Wind Power North 
America, to plug any gaps in charting the oceans.  The 
agency will also grant $1 million for research into the 
coexistence between offshore wind projects and coastal 
communities, in particular fishermen.  

The support for wind power is in stark contrast to 
former president Donald Trump, who repeatedly 
ridiculed the renewable energy source during his term, 
claiming it was expensive and inefficient.  Since taking 
office, Biden has also initiated several environmental 
protection measures that break with his right-wing 
predecessor. — AFP 


